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PERMALASER Aims To Make Your Summer Hair
Free!
Our Annual Summer Promotion offers you a discount up to:
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Summer Laser Hair Removal
Promotion!
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Plumping Up The Volume!
Did you say Restylane?
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Transform Your Skin! How?
With Perlane of course!

PLUMPING UP THE VOLUME! Did you say Restylane?
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Botox…Now Why Are You
Frowning?

Are you always on the hunt for a way to iron out the time lines etched in your face?
Behold! Restylane, a popular "skin filler" temporarily fills in wrinkles.
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Juv•derm…The Secret To A
Youthful Look!
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Rejuvenate Yourself!
Specialty Products For Men!

Restylane smooths wrinkles and enhances lips instantly! If you would like to get rid of
wrinkles and folds or if you want to improve the image of your lips, there is a new
answer to your needs. Restylane is an innovation based on non-animal hyaluronic acid,
manufactured by a unique method in the Q-Med Laboratories in Sweden. The treatment
is performed by injecting Restylane into the skin or lip, and because no pretest is
needed it takes less than 30 minutes. Hyaluronic acid occurs naturally in the body and
therefore dissolves naturally with time.

50% on Laser Hair Removal Treatments!
Starts July 1st, 2009 for 4 weeks only!

Restylane is a long-lasting and crystal-clear gel for filling out lips, facial wrinkles and
facial folds. Find out more! Free consultations with a Facial Plastic Surgeon is
available at Permalaser! Why wait? Call today!

TRANSFORM YOUR SKIN! How? With Perlane of course!
Would you like to put your best foot forward with a fresher, more youthful face to
the world, but without having to resort to surgery?
Perlane is a non-invasive anti-aging treatment that’s proven to deliver results!
Imagine...in just 30 minutes Perlane can make the years disappear! This simple,
procedure instantly softens ageing lines and improves your look by enhancing your
natural features, such as your cheeks.

“Permalaser is dedicated
to enhancing our clients’
sense of well-being”

It restores volume, improves skin elasticity and smoothes lines and imperfections.
Free consultations with a Facial Plastic Surgeon is available at Permalaser! Why wait?
Call today!
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BOTOX…Now Why Are You Frowning?

Vivier Essentials Kit For Men

Frown lines? No not for me! Facial expression lines develop from the action of the
underlying muscles on the overlying skin. Although these lines help us to convey to
others a range of emotional states, some facial expression lines always seem to
connote fatigue or anger, even if those appearances do not represent how we are
feeling. This is especially true of lines of the forehead and between the eyebrows.
Other lines, such as crow's feet, may make us appear older than our chronological
age. At Permalaser we use Botox‚ to non-surgically treat undesirable facial
expression lines.
Botox‚ acts by producing muscle relaxation at treated sites. It does this by inhibiting
contraction of the targeted muscles. Only those muscles producing these undesirable
lines are treated. Frown lines between the eyebrows, crow's feet lines and forehead
wrinkles are effectively treated with the Botox‚ method. Botox‚ also treats wrinkles
around the mouth and neck. The treatment takes a few minutes and the Botox‚
takes effect in three to four days. Patients return to work or other activities
immediately after treatment.

JUV€DERM…The secret to a youthful look!
NEW!
Now open every 2nd
Saturday per month
between 9 – 2 PM!
Reserve your space today!
*For all laser and skin
treatments only”.

Juv•derm‚ is a smooth consistency gel made of hyaluronic acid—a naturally
occurring substance in your skin that helps to add volume and hydration. Smile
lines? Facial wrinkles (nasolabial-the creases that fun from the bottom of your nose
to the edge of your lips) and folds? Smooth them away! Best of all results are
immediate! So step into our office for a 15 minute treatment. Why wait? Call
NOW!

REJUVENATE YOURSELF! Specialty Products for Men!
Changing Skin Types
The skin changes, not only as we age, but also with the seasons and in response to the
level of health you are experiencing at a given time. Natural events like aging, stress
and illness can change the way your skin responds and your basic skin type. It is good
to become aware of your skin's health patterns and how it changes from season to
season so you can re-evaluate your skin's needs and vary your skin care regime
accordingly.
Speciality Products For Men
Reduce those nicks and cuts by using our Vivier Skin Care Line for Men. Daily use
leaves your skin with less cuts and abrasions. Rehydrate, nourish and sooth your skin
after shaving for soft less irritated skin!

Come experience
what we can do for you!

Looking for a complete system approach to your skin care? Have a look at our specially
formulated, skin care line for men.In the summer we tend to wear less makeup and
faults are visibly apparent. Let PERMALASER do the worrying for you. Summer is a
great time to take care of your skin with the simplest step: a good skin care regimen.
In 4 to 5 easy steps with our product lines, you will notice visible results! Why wait?

ALL THAT IS MISSING IS YOU!
Call us today at

514-731-1545 or consult our website
www.permalaser.com

No charge and obligation free consultations! info@permalaser.com

